Some of the most promising vaccines in the pipeline for tuberculosis (TB) target adolescents and adults. Unlike for childhood vaccines, high-coverage population-wide vaccination is significantly more challenging for adult vaccines. Here, we aimed to estimate the impact of vaccine delivery strategies that were targeted to high-incidence geographical 'hotspots' compared with randomly allocated vaccination. We developed a spatially explicit mathematical model of TB transmission that distinguished these hotspots from the general population. We evaluated the impact of targeted and untargeted vaccine delivery strategies in India-a country that bears more than 25% of global TB burden, and may be a potential early adopter of the vaccine. We collected TB notification data and conducted a demonstration study in the state of Gujarat to validate our estimates of heterogeneity in TB incidence. We then projected the impact of randomly vaccinating 8% of adults in a single mass campaign to a spatially targeted vaccination preferentially delivered to 80% of adults in the hotspots, with both strategies augmented by continuous adolescent vaccination. In consultation with vaccine developers, we considered a vaccine efficacy of 60%, and evaluated the population-level impact after 10 years of vaccination. Spatial heterogeneity in TB notification (per 100 000/year) was modest in Gujarat: 190 in the hotspots versus 125 in the remaining population. At this level of heterogeneity, the spatially targeted vaccination was projected to reduce TB incidence by 28% after 10 years, compared with a 24% reduction projected to achieve via untargeted vaccination-a 1.17-fold augmentation in the impact of vaccination by spatially targeting. The degree of the augmentation was robust to reasonable variation in natural history assumptions, but depended strongly on the extent of spatial heterogeneity and mixing between the hotspot and general population. Identifying high-incidence hotspots and quantifying spatial mixing patterns are critical to accurate estimation of the value of targeted intervention strategies.
Introduction
Despite the availability of affordable and effective treatment, tuberculosis (TB) remains one of the largest sources of infectious disease burden. There are estimated 9 million new TB cases and 1.5 million deaths every year, most of which occur in resource-limited settings [1] . The Stop TB Partnership's post 2015 End TB strategy aims to reduce TB globally by 50% from 2015 to 2025, and through 90% by 2035. But given modest levels of current decline in TB incidence (1.5% per year), these goals can only be achieved by rapidly increasing the rates of declines in TB incidence. Two critical factors have been identified by the World Health Organization that can accelerate this decline: (i) optimal use of current and new tools and (ii) introduction of new innovations, such as new drugs and new vaccines, which have the potential to substantially reduce TB prevalence [2] .
In this context, one potential avenue for optimization of current and future resources may be to take advantage of geographical heterogeneity in TB prevalence, a phenomenon also observed across many other disease systems [3, 4] . In these other systems, many successful control strategies have targeted such heterogeneity [5] [6] [7] . Factors associated with risk of TB, including socio-economic status [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , living conditions [14] , migration status [15] and prevalence of HIV [16, 17] , tend to be geographically heterogenous themselves-thereby also leading to heterogeneity in TB incidence [18] . Targeting these highincidence geographical 'hotspots' of TB can have a twofold effect. First, targeting the high-incidence setting would serve to directly protect the population that is at relatively higher risk of TB. Second, 'hotspots' can serve as drivers in fueling the TB epidemic in the general community, and targeting them may indirectly serve to also protect the general population [19] . Hence, it is important to examine the effectiveness of intervention strategies that target TB hotspots, relative to strategies that do not discriminate between geographical locations on the basis of TB incidence.
Vaccines are among the interventions in TB control that hold the greatest promise for approaching or achieving the aggressive targets discussed above [20] . The last decade has seen rapid progress in the development of TB vaccines, generating hope that such a vaccine may become available in the near future [21, 22] . Unlike many infectious diseases, some of the most promising vaccines for TB target adolescents and adults rather than children. Since high-coverage mass vaccination may be difficult to achieve among adolescents and adults, it is important to design effective and efficient vaccine implementation strategies that maximize the impact for the resources and effort spent. Hence, this provides a unique opportunity to assess the impact of an intervention that is both a technological innovation and dependent on appropriate use of existing data for optimal implementation.
In this study, we aimed to estimate the relative benefit of targeting an intervention, in the form of a hypothetical adult TB vaccine, to geographical hotspots and to identify key factors that affect their value. We developed a dynamic model of TB transmission in a population that consisted of high-incidence TB hotspots. We modelled vaccination campaigns in which vaccines were delivered either in a targeted manner to these hotspots or in an untargeted fashion to the rest of the population but used the same number of vaccine doses. We compared the impact of the two strategies and estimated the relative benefit of the hotspot-targeted vaccine strategies. We calibrated our model to represent a setting of the state of Gujarat in India. India is home to 25% of all new TB cases worldwide, more than twice the total burden in any other country [1] , making it the likely centerpiece of any global TB control strategy. The state of Gujarat is representative of the country, in terms of both TB incidence and population density [23] . The Revised National Tuberculosis Control Program (RNTCP) in Gujarat maintains an active programme of TB surveillance and data reporting, and Gujarat has higher quality infrastructure than many other states, thereby making Gujarat a potential early implementer of a new TB vaccine.
We collected TB notification data to quantify the level of spatial heterogeneity, and identified areas of high TB incidence in Gujarat. We conducted demonstration study to validate the observed heterogeneity in the notification data. Subsequently, we incorporated heterogeneity in the transmission model, and using this model, we evaluated the impact of vaccine strategies that targeted geographical hotspots compared with ones that were untargeted but used the same number of vaccine doses.
Material and methods

Data
Tuberculosis incidence
Data on TB incidence used in this study came from the state of Gujarat in India as notified by the RNTCP. Located in the midwestern part of the country, Gujarat has a population of over 60 million, and is both representative of the country and home to a well-functioning state-wide TB control office. We obtained data from the Indian RNTCP at the level of the subdistrict/TB Unit (TU)-an administrative unit for TB control that covers a source population of approximately 500 000 people each. These data were obtained for all TUs throughout the state of Gujarat, on a quarterly basis, from the first quarter of 2009 to the second quarter of 2012, for a total of 14 quarters. The TU was the smallest administrative level at which vaccination strategies are likely to be implemented through the public sector. The average incidence of total TB cases in Gujarat during this period was 132 per 100 000 per year. Data aggregated at the level of TUs are shown in figure 1 , arranged in descending order of TB incidence from left to right.
Demonstration study
We verified the reporting practices at the TU level by conducting a demonstration study in 15 district microscopy centres (DMCs), which are TB facilities that aim to serve an underlying population of 100 000 people. We selected nine DMCs with high incidence that were located within our geographically defined 'hotspot', and six DMCs with low incidence that were located outside of the hotspot. These are shown in electronic supplementary material, figure S-3. In each DMC, we verified the monthly reports of TB incidence by checking local records against those reported to the TU as well as through direct observation of TB diagnosis, treatment, and reporting practices in each DMC. We also used the heterogeneity in TB incidence observed at the DMC level to inform sensitivity analyses around our main model (which assumed that vaccine would be targeted at the TU level).
Model structure
The model was structured to take into account four important factors: (i) spatial heterogeneity of TB, (ii) transmission dynamics of TB, (iii) population age structure, and (iv) vaccine-derived protection.
Spatial heterogeneity
The spatial heterogeneity of TB risk was modelled by subdividing the population into two sub-populations: (i) hotspot-the sub-population with the highest incidence of TB and (ii) the remaining general population. In the base case, we modelled the hotspot to consist of those 10% of all TUs that reported the highest incidence of TB, using the mean notified value over the 14 quarters evaluated (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) . The dynamics of TB transmission were considered separately in the two sub-populations. Individuals were assumed to mix homogeneously within the sub-populations, which were connected via two mechanisms: (i) migration and (ii) mixing. Migration was thought of as a permanent relocation from one sub-population to another, and modelled as explicit movement of individuals between the two sub-populations. For simplicity, the migration in and out of sub-populations (hotspot and general population) was balanced such that the size of the sub-populations remained constant. In contrast with migration, mixing was conceptualized as shortterm movement of individuals between the two sub-populations. This may consist, for example, of populations that commute between sub-populations for work, business or schooling, or short-term visits for business or vacation. This was modelled as the fraction of the per capita hazard of TB infection that is generated in the home sub-population but that results in TB transmission to members of the other sub-population (s). Hence, s ¼ 0 would imply two isolated sub-populations with no transmissions from an individual in one sub-population to an individual in the other sub-population; s ¼ 1 would imply that two sub-populations mix homogeneously; and a mixing of 3% (s ¼ 0.03), for example, would imply that an individual with TB in one sub-population is 0.03 times as likely to transmit to a randomly selected individual in the other sub-population as she is to transmit to a randomly selected individual in the home sub-population.
Transmission dynamics of tuberculosis
Following the lead of other models of TB [24, 25] , we generated a simple and parsimonious description of the natural history of TB for the model of transmission dynamics. In this model, the population was divided into three epidemiological compartments of TB status: individuals that are uninfected; individuals that are latently infected with TB; and individuals that are infectious with active TB disease. Upon exposure to TB, uninfected individuals may either develop latent infection or progress immediately to develop active TB. Latently infected individuals can develop active TB disease, either by endogenous reactivation or by exogenous reinfection. Only active TB was considered infectious, and transmission was modelled to be frequency-dependent. The transmission dynamics of TB were otherwise assumed to be identical in both sub-populations, except for the transmission rate, which was calibrated on the basis of the incidence levels in each sub-population. Successful treatment of TB was modelled as return to the latent class. The model is represented in figure 2 , the model parameters are presented in table 1, and a set of ordinary differential equations that fully describe the model are presented in 'Model details' section of the electronic supplementary material.
Ageing and demography
Individuals were divided into three age categories: 0 -9 years, 10 -19 years and 20þ years. The choice of these specific age categories reflected vaccine campaigns that might target specific age groups. Ageing of the population was modelled as the flow of individuals between two consecutive age categories. Demographic turnovers (births and mortalities) were constrained to maintain a constant population size, with births occurring only into the TB uninfected class.
Vaccine-derived protection
We simulated the properties of a hypothetical TB vaccine in consultation with the Aeras Foundation (Rockville, MD, USA). Vaccine protection was modelled by subdividing the population into 12 categories, 1 representing individuals that are vaccine naive, 10 representing individuals with vaccine protection and 1 representing individuals who were vaccinated but whose vaccine protection has waned. The 10 categories of vaccine protection correspond to 1 year each, thus representing a mean of 10 years following vaccination as vaccinated populations progress from one stratum to the next. Upon moving out of the tenth year-long vaccine-protected compartment, populations move to the vaccine-unprotected state. Each vaccine-protected category is assumed to provide equal protection in the base case. The vaccine was modelled to prevent disease (whether through initial infection or reinfection with rapid progression, or through endogenous reactivation) with a given efficacy (60% in the base case) but to have no effect on infection (figure 2b). In the reference case, we assumed that the vaccine had 60% protective efficacy agains the development of TB disease.
Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses
To account for uncertainties in the parameter estimates and data, as well as to assess the sensitivity of the results to variations in these parameters and data, we carried out two kinds of rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 13: 20151016 sensitivity and uncertainty analyses. For natural history parameters, we carried out a multivariate uncertainty analysis. Using the reference scenario as the baseline, we conducted 5000 simulations in which all TB natural history parameters were varied uniformly across biologically plausible ranges (as provided in electronic supplementary material, figure S-7) using Latin hypercube sampling. Based on these simulations, we calculated partial ranked correlation coefficients for each of the parameters to assess the sensitivity of the results to individual parameters (see electronic supplementary material, figure S-12), and calculated corresponding uncertainty ranges in the estimates. Additionally, to address the sensitivity of our assumptions regarding (i) vaccine efficacy, (ii) migration rates, (iii) size of the targeted hotspot, (iv) vaccine delivery, and (v) the level of vaccine coverage, we conducted several one-way and multiway sensitivity analyses in which we varied each parameter to meaningful high and low values and reported the augmented impact of spatial vaccine targeting on TB incidence. These analyses are described in the electronic supplementary material, Sensitivity analyses section.
Results
Heterogeneity in tuberculosis incidence in Gujarat
The overall TB incidence in Gujarat averaged over 14 quarters (2009-2012) of RNTCP notification data was 132 per 100 000 per year. TB incidence showed only modest heterogeneity at the TU level, varying from 75 to 225 per 100 000 per year (figure 1). The incidence rates in the top decile of TUs (hotspot) and the remaining population (general population) were 190 and 125 per 100 000 pear year, respectively, yielding an incidence ratio in the hotspot relative to the general population of 1.5 : 1. rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 13: 20151016
We validated the above data on a small scale by verifying the reporting practices in 15 designated microscopy centres (DMCs) in five randomly selected TUs across Gujarat. We counted the number of new smear-positive cases entered in the laboratory register for third quarter of 2013, verified (on one day per DMC) that the laboratory register contained all patients who submitted sputum for evaluation at the DMC and cross-checked the case counts with both the monthly laboratory abstracts and the quarterly Peripheral Health Insititution (PHI) report, which is a document that is generated on a quarterly basis and sent to the overseeing TU. Case registration and notification were generally consistent (table 2) , and all patients whom we observed to submit sputum were registered by the laboratory. In one of 15 DMCs (Halol), the PHI report differed grossly from the other two reports, a discrepancy that was explained as reflecting patients who were diagnosed at the selected DMC but who resided elsewhere. TB incidence was much more heterogeneous at the DMC level (100 000 population) than the TU level (500 000 population), with a range of 2-170 cases notified per quarter among DMCs serving underlying populations of similar size (table 2).
Reduction in tuberculosis incidence achieved through spatially targeted vaccination
We simulated a mass campaign that vaccinated 8% of adults older than 20 years (V-A), augmented by a continuous vaccine campaign that achieved 80% coverage in individuals turning 10 years of age. We assumed that continuous vaccination of 10-year-olds would achieve high coverage throughout the population, and thus primarily explored the role of spatially targeting the periodic adult campaigns. After 10 years following the launch of vaccination, the percentage of the total population that was vaccine-protected reached 14%, and varied between 14 and 18% after 10 years depending on the timing of the periodic adult vaccine campaigns (figure 3, black line). When the vaccine campaign was implemented in an untargeted fashion (UTV), TB incidence fell by 24% after 10 years (figure 3, grey line). In the spatially targeted vaccine (STV) strategy, the adult vaccine (V-A) coverage was 80% in the hotspot and 0% in the general population. When the hotspot and the general populations were isolated with neither migration nor mixing, the reductions in TB incidence were similar for both STV and UTV (figure 3, tan versus grey lines). Even though individuals in the hotspot are at greater risk of TB, the number of individuals that could be potentially infected by these individuals could be smaller when mixing is limited to a smaller population in which targeted vaccination may reduce TB incidence over time (see electronic supplementary material, figure S-8 ).
However, with increased rates of short-term mixing, the STV strategy began to show greater impact. The degree to which STV improved the impact of the vaccine depended on the level of mixing: for mixing levels of 1%, 3% and 5%, the reductions in TB incidence after 10 years of vaccination with STV were 25%, 28% and 31%, respectively (figure 3, dashed coloured lines), as compared to a uniform 24% reduction with UTV. Spatial targeting augmented the impact of TB vaccination by a factor of 1.17 in the reference scenario. Variation of natural history parameters across the pre-specified ranges in table 1 resulted in a 95% uncertainty range of this augmentation factor of 1.11-1.33 (see electronic supplementary material, figure S-11 ). This augmentation factor was fairly robust to variation in the natural history parameters (see the electronic supplementary material for sensitivity analyses), and increased from 1.06 to 1.25 when the mixing rate was increased from 1 to 5%.
Key determinants that drive the effectiveness of spatially targeted vaccines
In subsequent analysis, we explored the roles of two key factors that emerged as primary determinants of the relative impact of STV. Specifically, we varied the level of spatial heterogeneity-defined as the ratio of incidence in the top decile of the population with the highest TB incidence (i.e. hotspot) to the incidence in the remaining 90% general population-and the degree of short-term mixing between the hotspot and the general population. We set the TB incidence in the population to 132 per 100 000 per year, and the annual migration rate to 1%, as seen in Gujarat data. We then estimated the reduction in TB incidence in the first 10 years after the launch of the vaccine for the two vaccine strategies, UTV and STV. We compared the reduction in incidence achieved by the two strategies and reported this as the ratio of reduction achieved by STV compared with that achieved by UTV ( figure 4) . The relative impact of STV versus UTV increased with greater spatial heterogeneity and intensity of mixing. When TB was perfectly homogeneous in a population with no mixing, STV led to slightly worse outcomes than UTV (bottom left corner of figure 4). But as both spatial heterogeneity and mixing increased, the advantage of STV gradually increased (figure 4). For example, when the ratio of incidence in hotspot versus general population was 3 : 1 and the mixing between the hotspot and the general population was 5% (i.e. red circle on figure 4), STV could achieve more than 1.6 times the reduction in incidence compared with UTV. This result was robust to variation in annual migration rate and vaccine efficacy (see electronic supplementary material, figures S-5 and S-6).
Discussion
In this study, we aimed to assess the benefits of spatially targeted TB vaccine strategies in a high-incidence, South Asian setting. This was achieved in two parts. First, we estimated the level of spatial heterogeneity in TB incidence. At the resolution of TUs (approx. 500 000 population), heterogeneity in TB incidence was low, with 'hotspot' TUs having only 50% more notified cases than the mean. Second, we developed a model of TB transmission that represented TB incidence as well as the heterogeneity observed in these data, and used it to simulate STV delivery. Specifically, we compared the reduction in incidence achieved by the two strategies, spatially targeted (STV) and untargeted (UTV). We found that targeting a 10% hotspot sub-population resulted in only modest gains, equal to only 1 -7% absolute additional reduction in incidence (relative reduction of 1.05-1.26) relative to UTV. The gains were highly dependent on the degree of mixing between the hotspot and the general population. As such, this impact could be markedly augmented (to a relative reduction of 1.6 or more) in settings characterized Table 2 . Validation of registration and notification of new smear-positive TB cases. Fifteen designated microscopy centres (DMC)s from five TB units (TUs) were covered as part of the demonstration study. (Each TU includes five DMCs; three were selected from each of the TUs studied.) Presented are counts of new smear-positive TB cases during the third quarter of 2013 (i) as they were registered in the laboratory register, (ii) after they were totalled and reported in the monthly laboratory abstract and (ii) notified via quarterly Peripheral Health Institution (PHI) report sent to the respective TUs. rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 13: 20151016
by high heterogeneity and mixing between hotspots and the general population. We observed a low degree of spatial heterogeneity in TB incidence at the TU level in this study, particularly in comparison to what has been observed elsewhere [18] , with the result that the estimated impact of spatial targeting was small in our base case. At least three factors may explain this observation. First, spatial resolution at the level of the TU (approx. 500 000 people each) may not be sufficiently fine to detect substantive heterogeneity that occurs at smaller scales. Indeed, the level of heterogeneity observed at the level of DMCs (100 000) was much higher, up to 10-fold within the same TU and nearing 100-fold across different TUs. Thus, to make a STV strategy effective, one may need to focus on targeting sub-populations with finer geographical resolution-a strategy that may be more difficult logistically. Second, the designation of TUs by the RNTCP was designed to optimize provision of TB services by allocating resources in a more equitable manner. This may reduce the potential impact of a STV planned for delivery within this same system. Finally, during the period over which we evaluated TB notifications, incentives existed within India to reach World Health Organization targets for 70% case detection of smear-positive TB, at the TU level. Although these incentives have now been replaced with process-based measures, trends from 2009 to 2012 may have led to reporting of TB incidence that was more uniform than was actually the case.
Geographical heterogeneity is a pattern that is not limited to TB, and has been observed across many infectious diseases [3] , including vector-borne diseases such as malaria [34] and dengue [35] , and sexually transmitted diseases [36] . Interventions that target this heterogeneity have also been recommended [6, 7] . However, both the drivers of such heterogeneity and the impact of such heterogeneity on disease transmission likely differ across diseases. Unlike other major infectious diseases, TB is an airborne pathogen that can be transmitted across distances of hundreds of metres and times of hours (even days). TB is also a chronic infection, with an infectious period that can last from months to years. Thus, TB is likely to differ from most other infectous diseases [37, 38] in terms of the degree of observed heterogeneity, the importance of different mixing patterns and the relative benefit of spatially targeted disease control strategies.
Our study has several limitations. The study data are based on official notifications, which may not fully represent underlying TB dynamics in the population. While our demonstration study suggested that errors in notifications are uncommon, notified data at the TU level may not accurately reflect the spatial heterogeneity in TB incidence when individuals receive diagnosis and treatment in TUs that are different from their residence (for example, the TUs covering their workplaces). More importantly, official notifications do not account for individuals with TB who receive diagnosis and treatment through the private sector, which in India constitutes a sizable portion of TB care [39, 40] . The rate of mixing (the proportion of TB transmission events originating from cases in the hotspot that occur to members of the general community) was found to be an important determinant of the added value of spatially targeted vaccination, but mixing is particularly difficult to quantify for an airborne (ii) no migration and mixing ('no mix', in solid tan), (iii) annual migration at 1% and mixing at 1% (1% mix, in dashed pink), (iv) annual migration at 1% and mixing at 3% (3% mix, in dashed red), and (v) annual migration at 1% and mixing at 5% (5% mix, in dashed brown).
comparative reduction in incidence (STV : UTV) Figure 4 . The relative benefit of spatially targeted versus untargeted TB vaccine, as a function of spatial heterogeneity and short-term mixing. The figure depicts the roles of spatial heterogeneity and mixing in the relative benefit of spatially targeted TB vaccination (STV) over untargeted vaccination (UTV). Plotted on the vertical axis are different levels of spatial heterogeneity, defined as the ratio of TB incidence in the decile of the population with the highest TB incidence (i.e. hotspot) to the incidence in the rest of the population, holding the average incidence in the total population constant at 132 per 100 000 per year. Plotted on the horizontal axis are different levels of mixing (as a percentage of infections that originate from residents of the hotspot but occur in the residents of the general population). The contours show the benefit of spatial targeting, expressed as the ratio of the reduction in TB incidence under an STV versus UTV strategy, 1 : 1 denoting equivalent impact of the two strategies (and thus no benefit or harm from spatial targeting). Points marked A, B and C correspond to spatially targeted vaccinations deployed in Gujarat (with the observed heterogeneity in the TB unit level data of 1.5 : 1) at 1%, 3% and 5% annual mixing, respectively, as shown by dashed lines in figure 3 . The point marked by the red circle considers a scenario where a sub-population could be identified that had three times the TB incidence of the general population, and in which 5% of all respiratory contacts were shared with the general population.
disease. We have explored a range of mixing rates between 1 and 5%, which is comparable with the proportions of longer range contacts seen in mixing studies [41, 42] , albeit contacts investigated in these studies were in the context of influenza transmission and not TB. Given its importance, there is a need to better understand the movement of highest-risk populations on a short-term (e.g. daily commuting) basis, particularly with respect to airborne transmission events.
As with any modelling study, this analysis was based on several simplifying assumptions. The model does not consider several forms of heterogeneity such as in population growth rates and mixing within each sub-population, TB risks among people that migrate and people that receive vaccine. Research aimed at gathering data on these forms of heterogeneity is important to inform future modelling efforts. The model was deterministic and did not account for demographic or other kinds of stochasticity. Populationlevel dynamics of TB tend to be quite stable, especially in the context of a large population such as that of Gujarat (approx. 50 million), and less likely to be affected by demographic stochasticity compared with the dynamics of other acute infectious diseases such as measles or cholera. This can also be seen in the trend of TB incidence in Gujarat in each of the quarters from 2009 through 2012 (electronic supplementary material, figure S-2, left).
From a logistic standpoint, it may be infeasible to implement a STV campaign at a spatial scale that is small enough to merit targeting, and those areas with the greatest infrastructure (and therefore probably the lowest TB incidence) may be the easiest sites for vaccine campaigns to target. Many vaccine characteristics (e.g. mechanism and duration of effect, heterogeneity of immunological 'take') are not known, and are difficult to assess prior to implementation, even with a large-scale clinical trial. Finally, this work evaluated only one pre-specified form of geographical targeting, at the TU level based on incidence. Other targeting strategies (e.g. occupational targeting, targeting of congregate living settings) may have greater impact, and future research to evaluate optimal targeting strategies across different epidemiological settings would be valuable.
In summary, our results suggest that the degree of spatial heterogeneity and frequency of mixing are key determinants of the value of spatially targeted TB vaccine strategies. In our studied setting with relatively little reported spatial heterogeneity, spatial targeting was estimated to provide only a modest benefit over an untargeted vaccination strategy. In other settings, accurately delineating high-incidence and high-mixing sub-populations (including the development of systems capable of capturing such data) will be essential to fully harness the potential advantage of spatial targeting of TB vaccines-and by extension, also other TB interventions. These benefits of spatial targeting must be weighed against the feasibility of delivering a vaccine at the spatial scale on which such heterogeneity is observed. Identifying the appropriate spatial scale for quantifying heterogeneity [43] , including understanding the movement and mixing behaviour of populations in TB hotspots, is therefore an important area for future research. Where heterogeneity in TB incidence is small and mixing between populations relatively unimportant (as may be the case in Gujarat at the TU level), spatially targeted vaccines may have little additional benefit. However, in well-connected hotspots with high TB incidence, STV delivery can augment the impact of TB vaccines on incidence by 1.6-fold or greater. Identification of such hotspots and targeted delivery to these areas may therefore be critical if TB vaccines are to achieve their maximum impact at the population level.
